Home Learning
Work with someone at home to learn . . .
how to tie your
shoelaces or
teach someone
else how to tie
theirs

how to follow a
recipe (eg bake a
cake, make jelly)

how to build a
tower, boat or
bridge out of
random objects
you find around
you

how to talk to

about a place you
would like to visit (eg
where would you
go? why? what
would you do there?)

how to plan a

how to do something

how to write in a
different way (eg
shopping list,
alternate ending to a
movie, book of facts,
gratitude list)

others (eg share
your hopes,
dreams,
aspirations and

a new game
(eg a card
game, a ball
game)

how to build your
physical skills (eg do
meal and create yoga, play catch,
throw a frisbee,
a shopping
kick a ball, shoot
hoops)
budget

fears)

how to ‘survive’
without a device (eg
unplugged for a day)

new around the house

(eg mow the lawn, do
the washing, iron a
shirt, load the
dishwasher)

how to look after
the car (eg washing
the car, changing a
tire, filling the
petrol tank)

how to build your fine a new hobby
motor skills (eg draw,
colour, knit, crochet,
cross-stitch, sew,
weave)

how to tell the
time on an
analogue clock
(eg a clock with
hands)

the difference
between a weed
and a plant in
your garden

how to build a
sheet and pillow
fort

how to make a cup
of tea or coffee
for a member of
your family

how to be a good
citizen (eg mow the
neighbour’s lawn, rake
the neighbour’s leaves,
walk the neighbour’s
dog)

how to plant
seeds or seedlings

Interview a family
member
Learn morse code and
use it to communicate
with your siblings
through walls and
floors

Construct a family
tree

Measure the area
and perimeter of
each room of your
house

Stay up late and
stargaze

Draw a map of
your home.

Graph the types of birds
that you see in your
garden or at your window

Determine and
chart the times
that different
liquids require to
turn solid in the
freezer

Learn, practice, and
perform a magic trick

Put your favorite book,
toy, and keepsake on a
small table in sunlight.
Draw or paint a full
color still life

Using one type of
paper, build three
different paper
airplanes and test to
see how far they fly

Using paper, tape, and
string, design, build, and
test a device that
warns you when
someone opens the
kitchen cabinet

Sit silently for 15
minutes while you write
down every sound you
hear. When you are
done, classify the sounds
Design and build
puppets that
perform a show
about multiplication

Learn, practice,
and tell three
new jokes

Imagine, create,
and fly a full
size flag that
tells the world
about you

Alphabetize
the spices in
your kitchen

Call a grandparent
or older relative.
Ask them to teach
you the words to a
song from their
childhood days

Collect leaves from ten
different (non-harmful)
plants. Sort them by size,
color, and texture

Use household
materials to make
and play stringed,
percussion, and wind
instruments

